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This book is designed for use as a dissection guide in comparative vertebrate anatomy or in

mammalian anatomy. The material covered and the time allotted to such courses varies

considerably, and the illustrations are therefore designed to enable the instructor to point out the

important features of areas which cannot be dissected in detail by every student.
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'The text describes the norm, and for the sake of brevity the numerous variations which may be

encountered in the laboratory are not described. I have used a combination of diagrammatic

marginal illustrations, which are labeled directly, and larger realistic illustration, which are labeled

with numbered keys.' - Stephen G. Gilbert (author)

"The text describes the norm, and for the sake of brevity the numerous variations which may be

encountered in the laboratory are not described. I have used a combination of diagrammatic

marginal illustrations, which are labeled directly, and larger realistic illustration, which are labeled

with numbered keys."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Stephen G. Gilbert

I love my combination lock - now I can remember my combo! It is very sturdy and durable. It was

very easy to set my combination, instructions were clear and easy. High quality and well made, my

only compliant is that they don't have color options. It would also be helpful to have bigger numbers



(lol, I'm getting old) but I would definitely purchase this again or as a gift. Don't frustrate yourself with

cheap locks - spend a few dollars more and get a high quality lock such as the iGotTech Heavy

Duty Gym Lock.

Very simple yet sturdy with just the right amount of style. I have been using this for my gym locker

for the last 8 months and am very happy with this lock.

Bought two of these locks for my wife and myself. These are for use at the Gym. I chose the

combination lock to save having to carry keys around during work out.These locks seem to be well

made and are quite heavy. Setting the combination was easy just make sure you keep the hook

pressed down firmly when setting the numbers.The only problem my wife had was reading the

numbers at the side without glasses. The code can be set with the numbers on either face instead

of the side so this may make it easier to read.All in all a good lock for the price.

This is the perfect lock for trips to the gym! I purchased this because the gym I use doesn't provide

locked lockers. I swim, so I have to leave my "valuables" in the locker room far away from where I'm

working out. This lock is heavy duty, but nice and slim. It was very easy to set the combination to a

number I could remember. Though it is advertised as a gym lock, I'm sure it would work well

anywhere you would use a combination lock - biking or travels bags, etc. This is just what I was

looking for and I am very please with it.

This is a great lock. It feels durable and works well. I also received 2 emails. The first directing me to

register my product upon receipt for the 5 yr warranty. The second was a follow up email to assure

that I received the product. I didn't realize the site info was on the package because a sticker was

covering the information. Great product. Great customer service.

this is a nice looking and well made lock. since i always had a hard time remembering the number

code for gym locks that came with a pre-set code, i love the ability to program it with a numeric code

of your choice. it's also sleek and attractively designed, not clunky.

I bought this lock for gym use. I usually go about 4x a week. I've had this lock for quite a while now

and I've had no issues. Easy instructions on how to use. The lock is very sturdy and unique enough

that it won't get confused w/someone else's.



I've been using this for about a month on my gym locker, and it has been working very well. It is

sufficiently sturdy, and it is easy to maneuver. The only minor concern I have is that I find the

numbers on this lock to be a bit harder to read compared to the ones I've previously used for some

reason.
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